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The Admiral
1 he arrival at Peroem was on July the 17th. As Ramu was left
on July the 7th, the passage of the mountain divide had taken
eleven days, four being spent waiting for the river to fall. If
twelve miles for each marching day were averaged, a reasonable
average in the circumstances, the distance covered was eighty-
four miles. A march of that length would have carried the party
down to near the mouth of the Mayu river. It is therefore assumed
here that Peroem was at no great distance from its mouth, which
is a wide gulf open to the monsoon. It is marked in that position on
my map, and will be seen to lie some forty miles in a direct line
from the capital.
When the Portuguese woke up next morning, they found the
rain still falling. Presently two palanquins came to fetch them to
the Governor. His affable attentions can be accounted for by the
fact that they were on their way to Court. It was the duty of
officials throughout these kingdoms to forward distinguished
strangers with dispatch, especially when they were bearing pre-
sents for the king. Tibao and Manrique had no doubt made this
plain on arrival and as an additional inducement now sent the
Governor himself a present of four gilt Chinese trays piled with
cloves, cinnamon, pepper, and cardamoms, spices locally unprocur-
able, which had been imported into Dianga by Portuguese vessels
from Java or Sumatra. This done, they got into the palanquins
and set out for his residence.
The Governor, who was very pleased with the present, seated
them beside him, offered them betel and provided spittoons. These
formalities over, they set to business. To get to Mraufc-u it was
necessary to cross the mouth of the Mayu river, known then as the
Gulf of Maum, whence the capital could be reached by rivers and
creeks. Unfortunately, said the Governor, it would be impossible to
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